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Situation Analysis
The Forensic Institute for Research and Education (FIRE) is in need of connecting its

organizational goals with its publics by a redefinition of these key publics, the development of brand continuity and the strategic use of communication channels.

The purpose of FIRE, as declared in its mission statement, is “to advance forensic sci-

ences through education, research and community service in collaboration with faculty,
students and community partners.” Since its foundation in 2006 by Dr. Hugh Berryman

and Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU), the institute has made continued efforts
to achieve these goals of education, research and community service.

FIRE works to fulfill its threefold mission statement through a variety of ways. The institute created numerous educational seminars, programs and camps catering to industry
specialists, researchers, students, educators and law enforcement officials. A number

of these presentations are also open to the public. Additionally, FIRE conducts research

collaborations and grant development projects in conjunction with MTSU faculty. Volunteer teams and free symposiums open to the public fulfill the community service aspect
of the goal.

Being located on a university campus, FIRE’s publics loosely include faculty and stu-

dents of MTSU. FIRE states, “The institute brings together faculty and students in several
scientific specialties to provide exceptional educational and training opportunities for
law enforcement, medical examiners, coroners, attorneys, social workers, and other

groups in forensic science and Homeland Security.” This widens the scope of publics
from the campus to outside people and organizations.

FIRE uses promotional materials such as flyers and posters. It also has an organizational
website, Facebook and Twitter. All of these media options convey necessary information

but lack a unified brand. The current flyers and posters do not all have similar color palettes or fonts. While the social media accounts post pertinent information and related
2
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industry articles, the website is copy-heavy, difficult to nav-

igate and lacks interesting graphic design. Also, the website

is hosted within the MTSU platform, which posses additional
challenges to fully representing the FIRE brand.

The aforementioned media, in addition to an email newsletter,
are also the institute’s key communication channels. The website provides detailed information on FIRE and its programs.

However, the lack of navigational structure or continuous formatting between the website pages makes some of this information difficult to find. Both social media accounts post on a

regular basis but lack a large following. FIRE also posts flyers
around MTSU’s campus and distributes them to affiliates to
advertise upcoming events.

[The term ‘branding’ is used
to refer to the creation of a
unified organizational image. This includes a common
language that carries through
all communication channels,
from social media to wordof-mouth; a color palette and
type kit that relay company
style and a logo and a slogan
that represent specific goals.
A solid brand effectively
communicates the intended
integrity of an organization
and allows for easy recognition by publics.]

The institute would find a public relations program beneficial

for three main reasons: the need for a redefinition of publics, the restructured use of

communication channels and an overall rebranding process. While FIRE is proactive in
achieving its organizational goals, there remains a need for the communication of this

to its publics. In order to do this efficiently, the institute needs to intentionally redefine

each targeted public and add specific communication tactics derived from the individual
public’s characteristics. A strong brand that clearly represents FIRE and runs continuously across all communication channels will align the goals and publics to effectively
create a unified and lasting name for the institution.
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Organizational Analysis
SWOT Analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

- Abundant marketable content
- Network opportunities within established
forensic science community
- MTSU largest university in
Tennessee

- Content unorganized
- Weak branding
- Lack of efficient communication
- Lack of funding
- Marketing tools are not effective
- Campus restrictions
- Lack of awareness

Opportunities

Threats

- Internships for MTSU students

- Body Farm
- MTSU organizations (and majors)
- Other educational classes

- Raise money independent of university or
grants

- Certification opportunities

- Community partnerships and sponsorships

PR Audit
1. Internal Environment
Performance

FIRE provides ample opportunity for research and educational experiences to the MTSU community, law
enforcement officials and primary and secondary school educators. This is done through presentations,
events and student organizations. Students involved in the Forensic Anthropology Search and Research
team (FASR) have been recognized by the American Association of Forensic Science (AAFS) for research
done under the supervision of FIRE.

Structure

The institute’s mission is clear: “to advance forensic sciences through education, research, and community
service in collaboration with faculty, students, and community partners.” However the communication of
this is lacking clarity. The FIRE brand is not cohesive, and promotional tools are ineffective in explaining
the goals of the organization. In addition, the lack of a defined publics make it difficult to efficiently communicate.
4
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Niche

The forensic science community itself is a niche. This gives FIRE a natural platform from which to gather
information and develop skills. The institute’s director is very well known within the field and has many
connections from which FIRE benefits.
FASR gives students a unique opportunity.

Ethical Base

FIRE makes a point of serving the local community through seminars that are open to the public and have
free admission. Additionally, the FASR team members have been trusted in professional settings to dea
with highly-sensitive materials.

Impediments

Lack of funding and campus restrictions pose hindrances with producing promotional materials and
event logistics to accomplish tactics.

2. Public Perception
Visibility

Research has shown that there is a lack of awareness among those who could take advantage of all that
FIRE has to offer.

Reputation

Based on Skyline PR surveys, awareness is limited among key publics, which prevents the development of
a solid reputation.

3. External Environment
Supporters

AAFS, MTSU and the Department of Justice are all supporters of FIRE.

Competitors

MTSU organizations and majors that are receiving more attention or funding from the university take
time and attention from the MTSU community that could otherwise be given to FIRE.

Opponents

The University of Tennessee Knoxville Body Farm has a far greater level of awareness within the forensic
science community, as well as with Tennessee law enforcement officals.
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Publics Analysis
The mission statement and goals of FIRE are both ambitious and far-reaching. Consequently, there are
many targeted publics that the institute is trying to reach. While this is not necessarily a weakness, it
can become so if the publics are not clearly defined and if communication tactics are not thoroughly
developed.

Currently, FIRE caters to numerous

groups of people, including the MTSU
community, specifically faculty and

students; law enforcement officials; groups
in forensic science; the local Murfreesboro
community; and students, parents and

faculty of high schools and grade schools.

FIRE connects with these publics through
various programs, seminars, classes and

camps that are made available throughout
the year.

[A public is a group of people who detect a problem
or issue and, because of this commonality, may behave
in a similar way. There are numerous ways to segment
a public, one of which being the four categories of
customers, producers, enablers and limiters. Customers
include both current and potential recievers of the goods
and services being offered. Producers are suppliers;
internal personal, such as employees and volunteers;
and financiers, such as investors, shareholders, donors,
foundations and granters. Enablers refer to the opinion
leaders, media and regulators who have the power to
cause, affect and sway decisions. The limiters are those
who might hold an organization back, be it competitors,
opponents, activists, opinion leaders or some other sort
of hostile forces. ]
Strategic Planning for Public Relations, Smith 2013

Groups in forensic science
One current public related to FIRE is a collection of groups related to forensic science. This includes

medical examiners, coroners, attorneys, social workers and others. The people classified in these groups

are targeted through the variety of seminars and lectures that FIRE offers, as well as field-related research
that is conducted. This public is relevant to the organization at all three points in the organizational goal.

While mainly served from the education standpoint, this public is also reached through free presentations
promoting community services and numerous research endeavors. The following chart was provided
by FIRE as a small sample of the groups served by the institution’s presentations. While it is only an

example from one event, Death Scene Investigation, it gives a loose idea of the numbers that are typically
represented from each group.

6
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Law enforcement (LE)

Emergency medical service (EMS)
Other

Medical examiner (ME)
District attorney (DA)

Medical examiner and emergency
medical service (ME/EMS)

Emergency medical service (EMS)/
other
Law enforcement (LE)/other

District attorney/ law enforcement
(DA/LE)
Emergency medical services/law
enforcement (EMS/LE)

Group Classification

# Attendees

Law enforcement(LE)

173

Other

52

Emergency medical service(EMS)
Medical examiner(ME)
District attorney(DA)

Medical examiner and emergency medical
service(ME/EMS)
Emergency medical service(EMS)/other
Law enforcemement(LE)/other

District attorney/law enforcement(DA/LE)

Emergency medical service/ law enforcement(EMS/LE)

52
34
20
20
20
5
1
1

This public (groups in forensic science) is made up of customers, enablers and limiters. As seen in the
charts above, law enforcement personnel make up the majority of event attendees. If this information

were to represent a common trend of organizational events, this would imply that although small, there
is a rate of attendance from these other groups – making them customers. Any opinion leaders, such as

a well-known district attorney or a respected fire chief, that are represented in this public could also be
either enablers or limiters, depending on their opinion of the classes offered.
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Murfreesboro community
Although this public is not targeted as much as others, it does hold a place in FIRE’s list of related groups,

namely under the community service goal. By offering free presentations that are open to the community,
the institute seeks to raise scientific awareness and educate the general public on matters related to

forensic sciences – ranging from biology, chemistry and anthropology to criminal justice and computer
science.

This public most likely hosts customers as many of the programs offered by FIRE to this public are free
and informative. Additionally, by educating this public on the importance of the work offered by the
institute, FIRE may find enablers are a possibility in terms of sponsors and donors.

[Skyline PR recognizes the value that each of these publics brings to FIRE and vice versa. However, for the
sake of present organizational success, we have identified the three publics that will offer the greatest benefit
to FIRE and will describe those in further detail. This was done in the light of financial success, as well as
the fulfillment of the organizational goals of FIRE. These publics are the MTSU community, law enforcement
personnel and the faculty of local primary and secondary schools.The following campaign is catered to
these select publics. ]

Middle Tennessee State University community
A key public for FIRE is the MTSU community because the institute was founded and is still located on the
university’s campus. Additionally, this public strongly supports both the research and education aspects
of the organizational goal. Part of the educational goal is to “assist the faculty in providing our students
a quality forensic education and the opportunity to meet internationally recognized forensic scientists.”
FIRE also conducts research projects in conjunction with professors and sponsors students in their
research endeavors.

The advantages and challenges that the internal campus location presents to FIRE are multi-faceted.

Having a multitude of people within the vicinity on a daily basis gives FIRE the unique ability to connect

with a wide variety of people without having to factor in the obstacle of distance. Although the university
is large, having the predefined groups of faculty and students as segments within the public can also

be advantageous. However, the complexity of this grouping presents a challenge. Primary research was

conducted to help gauge an idea of the levels of interaction this public has with FIRE. The student segment
8
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of this public was targeted by the

survey. Specific questions and gathered
data have been pulled to the end of this
research section to support statements
throughout, with the entirety of the
data located in Appendix A.

Within the MTSU community there are

[In addition to there being different types of publics, there
are also different stages of developement within these
publics. They are latent, apathetic, aware and active. A latent audience is one that is not aware of the issue at hand,
but could find it applicable. Apathetic refers to those who
do know of the issue or situation but are not interested in
taking part. Then, there is the stage of being aware. This
step is when a public knows the situation and would like
to take part but is unsure of how to go about this process.
Finally, the active stage of a public is for those who are
both aware of the issue or situation and are also actively
involved.]

representatives from each category

of publics: customers, producers, enablers and limiters. Both faculty and staff represent current and

potential customers of the institution through programs and seminars offered by FIRE, as well as the

student organizations Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery Team (FASR) and Middle Tennessee
Forensic Science Society (MTFSS). Producers are also found in the way of students involved in FASR. In

a broad sense, the MTSU administration represents enablers for FIRE by encouraging the foundation of
the institute and allowing it to continue operating in the previously established student environment.

Although the campus does not seem to have any groups that are hostile toward FIRE, there is a presence
of limiters–a hindrance of the institution’s progress. Other student organizations on campus, even those

not in the scientific realm, compete for the attention of students. Numerous other organizations also offer
presentations and seminars on campus, another time competitor for both students and faculty. As seen in
the chart at the end of this section, the conducted study shows that 80% of respondents are involved in

a student organization through MTSU. Although the sample is not a probability sample and one cannot,

therefore, draw definitive conclusions, the study does suggest that a majority of students are involved in

a campus organization. This presents both an opportunity and a threat. It suggests that students are open
to becoming involved with groups on campus; however, this openness comes with limitations as only so
much can be allotted to extracurricular activities.

While both the student and faculty segments have a presence within the MTSU public, there remains the
issue of awareness. A large number of potential customers on campus are latent, meaning they are not

currently aware of FIRE but could enter into a mutually beneficial relationship with the institute. There
are also students and faculty who are apathetic toward the organization; this population knows FIRE

exists, but they are simply not interested in becoming involved. Then, there are those who are aware of
ILLUMINATE WITH FIRE
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FIRE, and may even know what it offers, but they do not know how to get involved. Finally, the active

public includes a number of students and faculty who partake in either the student organizations hosted
by FIRE and/or the various programs offered throughout the year. The graph at the end of this section
that compiles data gauging awareness suggests that the majority of the public remains in the latent
segmentation; i.e., they are unaware.
Law enforcement personnel
FIRE states in its educational goal that it strives to provide law enforcement personnel with pertinent
forensic training. Law enforcement personnel include, among others, death scene investigators, first

responders, law enforcement, medical examiners, district attorneys and public defenders. FIRE offers
general seminars, as well as classes specific to fulfilling vocational requirements of said personnel.

Through the campus FASR group, FIRE also provides forensic assistance in crime investigations that
is extremely beneficial to many of the aforementioned personnel. This public is composed of mainly
customers who can benefit from the services offered by FIRE.

The public also has limiters relative to the group, such as those who offer similar classes that fulfill the

necessary requirements for free. Also, although forensic scientists who have the ability to assist in crime
investigation are not particularly common, there still exist groups, such as Knoxville’s Body Farm, who
are better known than FIRE. This has resulted in FIRE’s being overlooked for an investigation in the

past where it would have made more geographical sense to use the FASR team than a different team

from further away. This oversight shows that the public of law enforcement personnel also represents
a varied group in the stages of public development. As seen in the survey information summarized at

the end of this section and shown in full in Appendix A, a significant number of people in this public are
latent, meaning what FIRE has to offer is relevant to certain individuals, but they are not aware of the
available resources. This includes officers who could take offered classes, examiners who could learn

from specialized training and investigators who could use assistance. In Murfreesboro and surrounding
counties there is an opportunity to expand and strengthen this public by increasing awareness. A small

convenience sample was taken in the form of an online email questionnaire. Although this study cannot
be considered conclusive because of the size and lack of random selection, it does suggest that there is

a large number of individuals in this public who are latent – they would benefit from what is offered but
10
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are unaware of these opportunities. In this particular sample, 78% of respondents were unaware of the
institution. The entirety of the study is included in Appendix A.

Studies by the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation and Sperling’s, a location research site, show that this

public could greatly benefit from an increased awareness of FIRE and the services offered. Crimes against
persons in the state of Tennessee have decreased in the past three years, but Tennessee’s crime rates are
still higher than the rest of the country. FIRE offers law enforcements training in classes such as death

scene investigations and knowing your risks. The number of methamphetamine labs (illegal drug labs) in

the state has also increased in the past three years. FIRE offers classes in the investigation of those labs to
be aware of the risks law enforcement faces while investigating. Informative events offered by FIRE range
from investigation to gang organized crime.

Skyline PR has also found that, while not large, a number are apathetic to FIRE. They are aware that the
institute offers training experiences but would prefer to attend a free option or a program that is more
familiar. There is also the active segment of this public, those who know that FIRE exists and take full

advantage of the programs and courses. The recent development of the CASE App has helped increase this
number and also offers a leverage to continue its increase in the future.

Tennessee primary and secondary school administration and teachers
Finally, the grade schools and high schools that FIRE interacts with as a part of the educational goal form
a key public of the institute. Specifically, the administration and educators of these schools throughout

the state of Tennessee make up this targeted public. Programs, camps and presentations are directed to

the children from these schools, making them customers. However, the age of the students has to be taken
into consideration when formulating a communications process, as minors bring legal complications,

and it is most likely the parents who are paying. Using schools as the connection that creates the public,

it is then most logical to look to the school when relaying information. Although not always true in a high
school setting, most schools offer a controlled hierarchy of sorts when it comes to messages: teachers,
then parents, then students. On occasion, the message could skip the parents and go straight to the

students from the teacher. Although all three parties will most likely be involved in what FIRE offers,

the common denominator for initial contact seems to be the teachers, as they serve as both buffer and
channel for communication. This point will be important when formulating a future communications

ILLUMINATE WITH FIRE
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plan, as the term public refers to the administration and teachers. The Tennessee geographic parameters
are in place for convenience sake and because the majority of schools and students that participate in

the programs FIRE offers are in Tennessee. Presently, the public exists with both current and potential

customers. FIRE offers traveling presentations to schools as well as programs that focus on students. The
limiters in this public are the numerous other groups that offer school presentations and summer camps
to students. The majority of this public resides in the latent and active stages of public development.

Either the schools do not know there are programs in place that are offered, or they have brought or are
working to bring FIRE in for a presentation.

In conclusion, FIRE has the advantage of a three-part goal that clearly leads to three publics. These
publics are large and complex, and they will demand a detailed list of tactics in order to establish

beneficial relationships. However, they do offer the advantages of numbers and a need or desire for what
is being offered by FIRE. The biggest challenge will be to move those within the publics from latent or
aware to active–and then devise a long-term strategy to keep them there.

Select Primary Research
[Here is located select primary research findings that are most applicable to the aforementioned information.
The remainder of the primary research conducted by Skyline PR, as well as additional secondary research, is
located in the Appendix of the book.]

Gauging the popularity of student organizations at MTSU:
Q: How many student organizations are you currently involved in?

12
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Gauging awareness of FIRE/FASR on the MTSU campus:
Q: Have you ever heard of Forensic Institution for Research and Education (FIRE) or
Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team at MTSU?

Gauging student interest in forensic science related topics:
Q: Check any/all that you may be interested

ILLUMINATE WITH FIRE
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Key Takeaway:
A total of 80% of students surveyed are involved in at least one student organization. Given that almost
half of all respondents are active in only one, partnerships with other existing student organizations
would be a way to involve more students in FIRE events in addition to recruiting members to FIRE.

Furthermore, the organization listed most frequently by the respondents was Omega Phi Alpha. This is a
national service sorority that could possibly be utilized at FIRE events that require volunteers.

It is evident that the on-campus presence of FIRE and its student organizations needs improvement,

as 85% of respondents have never heard of the FIRE or FASR at all. The fact that FASR is slightly better

known than FIRE leads us to believe that the organization’s materials need to co-exist and stay consistent
while relating FASR as a main component of FIRE.

While many are interested in topics FIRE offers information on, 77% are interested in the topic of self-defense. This is the only surveyed category that is not covered within the events currently on the calendar.
However, it would help the organization broaden its relevancy to the common student on-campus.

The large interest in cyber threats indicates that the upcoming Cyber Summit should be the main focus of
marketing campaigns since it is also free and open to the public.

Additionally, Skyline PR conducted an extended email questionnaire with a convenience sample of local
law enforcement officials.

Key Takeaway:
It can be inferred that Law Enforcement in Middle Tennessee is not aware of all the ways that they can

utilize FASR for their work in the field, nor FIRE for meeting their required training hours. In addition,
there are topics and certifications offered by FIRE that align with the work and interests of this key

public, but the organization’s mission is not communicated clearly enough for them to take advantage of

the different programs. Since the interest of the respondents varied, it would give FIRE a great advantage
to continue offering events on many different topics. Moving forward, we believe that events should be
selected based on a “pull-marketing” effect. For example, event campaigns should be customer-focused

and built around not only what the law enforcement officials want to learn, but also what can combat the

current climate of crime in the state of Tennessee. This will allow FIRE to predict the topics that are most
likely to generate high demand with Tennessee law enforcement officials.

The questionnaire questions and answers can be found in Appendix A - Primary Research
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Theme

Illuminate the Facts with FIRE.
Primary Messages

“FIRE illuminates the future of Forensic Science by promoting youth engagement.”
“FIRE partners MTSU students and faculty to provide experiential learning opportunities in the field of Forensic Science.”
“FIRE offers expert training in topics pertinent to Law Enforcement Personnel.”

Goals & Objectives
Goal 1: Promote FIRE as a valuable resource for forensic education and research.
Type of Goal: Reputation - identifying FIRE as resource
Public: Law Enforcement

Objective: To have an effect on awareness by increasing knowledge of events and training programs that
FIRE offers to Middle Tennessee Law Enforcement personnel by acquiring a minimum of (20) percent
more subscribers to FIRE’s newsletter by August 2015.

Goal 2: Improve communication between FIRE and Educator Public.
Type of Goal: Relationship – connecting with public
Public: Educator Public

Objective: To have an effect on acceptance by generating positive attitudes toward FIREsponsored workshops by attracting a minimum of (20) K12 teachers for the educator public by January 2016.

16
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Position
FIRE is dedicated to forensic science through quality
education and experiential learning opportunities.
Goal 3: Increase interest in Forensic Sciences among the MTSU community.
Type of Goal: Task - moving to action
Public: MTSU community

Objective: To have an effect on action by generating attendance at the student organization’s events sponsored by FIRE by a minimum of (50) incoming students for MTSU public by the end of fall semester 2015.

Goal 4: Support the Reputation, Relationship and Task goals by raising money for the
FIRE organization as a whole.
Funding would drive the success of all three goals and, therefore, benefit all three key publics.

Objective: To have an effect on awareness, action and acceptance by increasing the budget of FIRE by at
least (50) percent by August 2015.

Events
FIRE will continue to host its educational events. Additionally, the “Illuminate the Facts” campaign will

begin with a fundraising event that will also promote awareness. This will be done on the Crowdrise platform, as shown under Tactics in the Programming section of this book.

MTSU student events, such as CUSTOMS, that encourages organizations to attend will also be included in
the strategic plan to increase awareness. Students attend such events looking to gain information on the
university and what the campus has to offer, giving FIRE a natural platform to promote the institute.

After FIRE conducts the initial campaign and is able to gain independent financial support and a strong

following, it will then be able to host future events, such as the proposed “FIRE Ball.” This event will turn
ILLUMINATE WITH FIRE
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into an annual fundraiser through which FIRE will be able to continue to gain support and financial
stability.

Communication

This campaign uses both Traditional and Social Media. These platforms will be used to strategically connect with publics in order to carry out the campaign’s and institution’s goals.

Traditional media outlets such as radio, magazine and newspaper will be sought after to run articles on

FIRE events. Suggested reporters and journalists are included in the Media Kit of the Programming section in this book.

In addition to FIRE’s already existing Facebook and Twitter accounts, Instagram will also be used to

connect with publics via Social Media. This will allow for a wider avenue of communication and a greater
opportunity to expand the number of those being reached.

18
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Tactics Outline
1. Events
a.) Crowdrise Campaign - Upcoming Event [Goal 4, Objective 4]
Crowdrise is an online fundraising event to promote action and increase funds. The campaign will launch
May 20, 2015, and end September 14, 2015. The funds raised during this period will be used for marketing and planning FIRE events.

-Sponsorship levels
-S.W.A.G.
-Promotional material

b.) CUSTOMS [Goal 3, Objective 3]
This is an orientation day designed to assist new students in acclimating to the MTSU community life.
Many organizations are present on this day to provide information to students. FIRE will be hand out
informational pamphlets as well as S.W.A.G. to students.

c.) The FIRE Ball 2016

[Proposed event to be conducted post-campaign]

This is a future long-term event that depends on the initial success of the “Illuminate with FIRE” campaign. It is designed to begin at least one year after the first funds and awareness campaign has been

completed. Here is a brief description of how this event will work:
-RIM students will film the CSI: MTSU camp and make a documentary to go toward their
filmography hours.
-FIRE will host a semi-formal dinner (The FIRE Ball) for the family and friends of the students
who attended the camp.
-Invitations will also be extended to Middle Tennessee area law enforcement
		
officers who have attended FIRE events throughout the year.
-The attendees will pay for a seat to the dinner to see the film. This fee will cover the cost 		
for the dinner, and it will raise money for FIRE’s events throughout the year.
-After the documentary, Dr. Berryman will get up and talk about FIRE and its 			
importance on and off campus. Berryman will then ask for donations to keep the organization
running.
-This dinner will be held in August of its inaugural year to provide ample time for 			
video editing and will become an annual fundraising event.

Note that current events held by FIRE are intended to remain in action with the 		
addition of a defined communication strategy

20
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2. Branding guidelines [Goal 4, Objective 4]
In order to create a defined asthetic across all channels of visual communication, FIRE will now have a set

of brand guidelines. These guidelines provide the institute with a color palatte and type set that should be
used to unite FIRE’s image. The chosen colors and type were designed to be coherent with the pre-existing logo and the current branding of MTSU.

3. Communication

[Goals 1, 2 & 3; Objectives 1,2 & 3]

To prepare and educate media contacts, a library of background materials and tools, including key messages, talking points, fact sheets and writing templates for both traditional and social media, has been
provided.

a.) Traditional

-Strategically planned news releases will be sent out to chosen media outlets to 			
share information on upcoming events.
-Use the provided media kit to assist in disseminating information. The kit
includes a brief overview, fact sheet, media alert, press release and media list.
-Create visually appealing print and promotional materials including the new 			
theme “Illuminate the Facts with FIRE” to hand out or post for upcoming FIRE events. Use the
provided examples for guidance.
-Visit Middle Tennessee area high schools to promote forensic science and FIRE.
-Form partnerships with these schools so that the school’s social media channels can promote
FIRE.

b.) Social Media

Implement social media saturation via Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to target key publics, 		
using the provided posts as examples.

4. Calendar and Budget

ILLUMINATE WITH FIRE
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1a. Crowdrise
[Goal 4, Objective 4]
THE FORENSIC INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

ILLUMINATE THE
FACTS WITH FIRE

Visit the page online at
https://www.crowdrise.com/MTSUFIRE
22
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[This event was created to raise awareness and promote action by increasing attendance of all key
publics to FIRE sponsored seminars, including Law Enforcement, Educator Public and the MTSU community. Raising funds will cover marketing efforts for existing events as well as increase the budget
and create the option of additional events. Crowdrise also serves as an avenue for potential sponsors
to complete their payment to FIRE and provide tangible analytics and financial benchmarks of the
increasing budget that will increase overall awareness when applied to promotion, marketing and
fine-tuning of events. To the left is a webpage mock-up with sponsorhip details below.]

FIRE Sponsorship Levels
$5,000 Platinum Sponsor
·
·

Exclusivity in respective brand category
Partner’s brand name included in the title of at least one (1) FIRE event of Partner’s
choice
· Logo & Link included on FIRE website
· Five (5) one-time use ticket vouchers good for any of the FIRE events for Partner to
distribute internally or for promotional purposes
· Two (2) All-access passes good for entry to all FIRE events throughout sponsorship
for Partner to distribute internally or for promotional purposes
· Sponsorship highlighted in all FIRE Press Releases and mention in at least ten (10)
social media posts

$2,500 Gold Sponsor

· Logo & Link included on FIRE website
· Partner’s brand name listed in “ event brought to
you by” format
· Five (5) one-time use ticket vouchers good for
any of the FIRE events for Partner to distribute internally or for promotional purposes
· One (1) All-access pass good for entry to all FIRE
events throughout sponsorship for Partner to distribute internally or for promotional purposes
· Mention in press releases about chosen event
and five(5) social media posts throughout partnership

$1,000 Silver Sponsor

· Logo & Link included on FIRE website
· Three (3) one-time use ticket vouchers good
for any of the FIRE events for Partner to distribute
internally or for promotional purposes
· Mention in five (5) social media posts throughout partnership

$500 Bronze Sponsor

· Logo included on FIRE website
· Mention in five (5) social media posts throughout partnership

[The idea for sponsorship levels
can be accredited to the widely
accepted concept that strategic
partnerships are mutally beneficial
when a company can sell a package of assets under a set amount
agreeable to sponsors that values
each individual asset or the access
to the key audience or message
that the organization and/or event
aligns itself with. Here is an example of a sponsortship level list:
http://www.pleasantvillemusicfestival.com/sponsorship/]

$250 Friend of FIRE Sponsor
·
·

Listed on FIRE website
Mention in two (2) social media posts throughout partnership
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1b. S.W.A.G
[Goal 3, Objective 3]
Examples of S.W.A.G, or ‘Stuff We All Get.” These can be distributed to sponsors, at
events and other occasions to add to FIRE’s presence.

F.I.R.E
Illuminate the Facts

24
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2. Branding Guidelines
[Goal 4, Objective 4]

The following designs have been created to solidify the FIRE brand identity
within the context of its affiliation with Middle Tennessee State University and
in coordination with previously existing logo.

Colors:

Three colors unique to the FIRE brand have been added to the three colors of the university’s brand, as
provided in the MTSU Visual Style Guide and Branding Policy Manual.

MTSU Blue
Pantone® 300
C:100
M:44
Y:0
K:0

Black
Pantone® Process Black
C:0
M:0
Y:0
K:100

Secondary Blue
Pantone® 292
C:50
M:5
Y:0
K:0

Typography:

Red
Pantone® 484
C:8
M:92
Y:100
K:3

Orange
Pantone® 159
C:1
M:72
Y:100
K:7

Grey
Pantone® 424
C:30
M:20
Y:19
K:58

The university’s official type has been kept as the sans serif type for FIRE and Cambria added as the serif
type.

Sans Serif
Optima

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Serif

Cambria

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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3a. Promotional Materials
[Goal 2, Objective 2]
[Goal 3, Objective 3]

[Independent
Insert]
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3a. Newsletter
[Goal 1, Objective 1]

A newsletter is a useful way to keep publics
up-to-date with what is happening in the

organization. It can feature articles from
different staff members, memos about

upcoming events and summaries of past

events. While print newsletters are still in

use, email newsletters are more cost effective.
There are also many programs in place that
help with design, organize contact lists and
provide measurement tools.

MailChimp is an email service that

offers different levels of use. The optimal

level for FIRE’s needs is Entrepreneur - free
for a 2,000 person email list. The following
is a newsletter template created through
MailChimp.

View the template online st
http://eepurl.com/bhGe3j
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3a. Media Kit
[Goal 2, Objective 2]
A media kit is a compilation of various promotional materials designed to help you
better communicate with and build relationships with various media outlets. This
includes reporters, journalists, bloggers, etc. The materials may also be used to
assist in communication with publics.
The following media kit holds numerous traditional media pieces: a fact sheet,
media alert, news release and media list.
A fact sheet lists key points of information about the organization.

A news release (or press release) is a written document describing a past, present
or future event or occurrence that is considered newsworthy, and is most often
sent via email. The goal of a news release is for the information in it to be picked
up by a journalist or reporter and to then be printed, aired, etc.

The five points
of being
newsworthy:
timing
significance
proximity
prominence
human interest

-Writing for the Mass Media,
Stovall 2011

A media alert (or media advisory) is a memo sent to reporters and editors about a
news conference, interview opportunity, special interest appearance or upcoming
event they may wish to cover.

Beyond newsworthy content, a basic format is followed that simplifies the process for reporters and
increases the chances of information being passed on. Material sent to the media are written in a journalistic format, meaning important information first. Style, spelling and grammar is also very much appreciated, specifically when written in the AP Style format. These types of promotions are refered to as
earned media because they are not paid for – they are carefully crafted by you to be received by chosen
publics through an intermediary.

Five common uses of AP Style:
1. DON’T use the Oxford Comma; i.e., no comma before the “and” in a simple list.
2. Numbers that are zero through nine are spelled out; 10 and beyond are
numerals.
3. Dates do not use th, nd, rd, etc. (example: Sunday, March 3).
4. Former titles are capitalized if place before the person’s name.
5. Use exclamation points sparingly (or never).
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FIRE Fact Sheet
Office contact:

615-494-7713
fire@mtsu.edu
FIRE
Box 89
MTSU
Murfreesboro, TN 37132

Or visit at:

Room 307 of Todd Hall
www.csimtsu.com

Facebook: Forensic Institute for
Research and Education
Twitter: @FIRE_Forensics

Founder & Director:

Dr. Hugh Berryman, D-ABFA
hugh.berryman@mtsu.edu

Mission:

To advance forensic sciences through education, research and community service in
collaboration with faculty, students and community partners.

Services offered:

• Biannual William M. Bass Legends in Forensic Science Lectureship
		
- Free lectureship that is open to the public. It features presentations by
		
internationally recognized forensic experts from various aspects of the
		
field.
• For law enforcement officials:
		- Training
		
- CEP and CEU credit hours
		
- Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery Team (FASR) (volunteer,
		
outdoor-crime processing team)
• For the MTSU community:
		
- Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery Team (FASR) (volunteer,
		
outdoor-crime processing team)
		
- Middle Tennessee Forensic Science Society (MTFSS) (open student
		
organization for those interested in forensic sciences)
		
- Forensics Anthropology Minor
- Internships
• For schools:
		
- Forensic Science Symposium (science fair, 7th-12th grade students)
- Workshops
- Visiting lectures
		
- CSI:MTSU (summer camp, high school students)
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FIRE Media Alert
Contact
Laurie Burger
laurie.burger@mtsu.edu
615-898-2221

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 20, 2015

Media Alert for May 5, 9 a.m.

Reason behind identity theft crisis

FIRE to host Middle Tennessee Cyber Summit with industry experts

In light of this past year’s struggle with cyber privacy invasion and identity theft, come
hear specialists’ take on causes and preventions

WHAT: Symposium focused on cyber threats. It will address these threats in the various
forms of criminal, intelligence, disruptive and information.

WHO: Hosted by the Forensic Institute for Research and Education. Presenters include:
Donna Dodson, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); Scott Augenbaum, FBI; Joe Leonard, Presidio; Jason Smolanoff, Stroz Friedberg; and a representative
from the Center for Internet Security.
WHERE: Middle Tennessee State University, Student Union Ballroom, 1768 MTSU Blvd
Murfreesboro, TN, 37132
WHEN: May 5, 9 a.m. to 12 noon

MEDIA: If you plan to bring any equipment, please RSVP to Laurie Burger at
laurie.burger@mtsu.edu by May 1.
MORE: Refreshments provided.

###

The Forensic Institute for Research and Education (FIRE) is dedicated to the advancement of forensic sciences
through education, research and community service in collaboration with the MTSU faculty, students and community
partners.
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FIRE News Release
Contact
Laurie Burger
Laurie.burger@mtsu.edu
615-898-2221

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 20, 2015

Experts to Explore Identity Theft

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. – The annual Middle Tennessee Cyber Summit, hosted by Forensic Institute for Research and Education (FIRE), will address identity theft causes and preventions at 9
a.m. on May 5 in the MTSU Student Union Ballroom.
This year’s conference is Safeguarding Identities and Emerging Threats. It will address criminal,
intelligence, disruptive and information cyber threats. While the sessions will be applicable to
all technology users, they will be of particular interest to those involved in city, state and federal
government, healthcare, education, transportation, financial, utilities and business industries.
“As FIRE works to enhance the education of our community, we find the Cyber Summit continues to be both informative and time-sensitive” says FIRE Executive Director Dr. Hugh Berryman.
“Seeing the work of our committed staff and outstanding speakers, I am looking forward to this
year’s seminar.”

Presentations will be given by experts in the field, including Donna Dodson, National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST); Scott Augenbaum, FBI; Joe Leonard, Presidio; Jason Smolanoff, Stroz Friedberg; and a representative from the Center for Internet Security.
The conference is open to the general public, and admission is free. Continuing Education Units
(CEUs) and Continuing Professional Education credits (CPEs) will be available with a $10 processing fee to MTSU.
To register or for more information, visit www.csimtsu.com or contact Secretary Laurie Burger
at laurie.burger@mtsu.edu or 615-898-2221.

###

The Forensic Institute for Research and Education (FIRE) is dedicated to the advancement of forensic sciences
through education, research and community service in collaboration with the MTSU faculty, students and community
partners.
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FIRE Media List
Nancy Amons
WSMV-TV
Investigative News
Television Station
namons@wsmv.com
(615) 353-2231

Stacey Barchenger
The Tennessean
Police; Breaking News; Crime & Violence; City/County Courts
Daily Newspaper
sbarchenge@tennessean.com
(615) 726-8968
Jordan Buie
The Tennessean
Breaking News; Crime & Violence
Daily Newspaper
jbuie@tennessean.com
(615) 726-5970
Kimberly Cantrell
True Crime Book Reviews
Book Reviews; Crime & Violence
Blog
kimberly.cantrell@gmail.com
Jeremy Finley
WSMV-TV
Crime & Violence
Television Station
jfinley@wsmv.com
(615) 353-4444

Bob Flemming
Voice
Fire Protection; Fire Departments
News Web Site
isfsi@aol.com
(800) 435-0005

Tavia Green
The Leaf-Chronicle
Police; City/County Courts; Education; K-12; Crime & Violence
Daily Newspaper
taviagreen@theleafchronicle.com
(931) 245-0742
Ben Hall
WTVF-TV
Investigative News
Television Station
bhall@newschannel5.com
(615) 248-5283
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Jennifer Kraus
WTVF-TV
Investigative News
Television Station
newsroom@newschannel5.com
(615) 248-5250

Nate Rau
The Tennessean
Business; Music/Recording Industry; Investigative News
Daily Newspaper
nrau@tennessean.com
(615) 259-8094
Duane Sherrill
Southern Standard
Crime & Violence; City/County Courts
Community Newspaper
news@southernstandard.com
(931) 473-2191
Anita Wadhwani
The Tennessean
Social Issues; Investigative News
Daily Newspaper
awadhwani@tennessean.com
(615) 259-8092

Tom Wilemon
The Tennessean
Health & Medicine; Public Health & Safety; Investigative News
Daily Newspaper
twilemon@tennessean.com
(615) 726-5961
Phil Williams
WTVF-TV
Investigative News
Television Station
pwilliams@newschannel5.com
(615) 248-5390
Meagan White
Sidelines (MTSU paper)
Editor
Newspaper
editor@mtsusidelines.com
(615)904-8357
Logan Propst
WMTS (MTSU radio)
General Manager
Radio
lmp4d@mtmail.mtsu.edu
(615)898-5111
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3b. Social Media
[Goal 3, Objective 3]

Example Twitter Post

Example Instagram Post

.

Example Facebook Page
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. . .

Example Facebook Post

This page gets replaced
with the budget/gantt
chart insert.
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This page gets replaced
with the budget/gantt
chart insert.
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Goal 1

Promote FIRE as a valuable resource for forensic education
and research.
Type of Goal: Reputation - identifying FIRE as resource
Public: Law Enforcement

Objective:
To have an effect on awareness by increasing knowledge of events and training programs
that FIRE offers to Middle Tennessee Law Enforcement personnel by acquiring a minimum of (20) percent more subscribers to FIRE’s newsletter by August 2015.
Tactics:
Newsletter
Brochure

Evaluation:
-Measure message exposure by tracking the number of electronic newsletter recipients and hits to the online newsletter
-Measure message content by tracking the click-rate provided by Mailchimp’s internal analytics capabilities
-Track the distribution rate of brochure for estimation of audience size

Goal 2

Improve communication between FIRE and Educator
Public
Type of Goal: Relationship – connecting with public
Public: Educator Public

Objective:
To have an effect on acceptance by generating positive attitudes toward FIRE sponsored
workshops by attracting a minimum of (20) K12 teachers for the educator public by
January 2016.
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Tactics:
Media Kit
Fact Sheet
Media Alert
Press Release
Media List
Flyer
Evaluation:
-Measure audience feedback by number of inquiries per each new PR tool or Media Kit component.
-Measure acceptance by tracking the number of shares that any electronic version of PR tools released receives on social media.
-Benchmark the number of attendees in comparison to last year’s attendance

Goal 3

Increase interest in Forensic Sciences among the MTSU
community
Type of Goal: Task
Public: MTSU Community

Objective:
To have an effect on action by generating attendence at the student organization’s
events sponsored by FIRE by a minimum of (50) incoming students for MTSU public by
the end of fall semester 2015.
Tactics:
Social Media Plan
Presence at CUSTOMS and student organization fairs throughout the year
Flyers

Evaluation:
-Measure action by attendance at FIRE sponsored events among each grade level
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and area of study through sign-in sheets.
-Measure the number attendance figures for Facebook “events.”
-Measure increases in social media following using each website’s provided analytics to gauge the online participation of audience.
-Ask FIRE event attendees how they heard about the event to measure media effectiveness of flyers and direct observation of attendance due to CUSTOMS presence

Goal 4
Support the Reputation, Relationship and Task goals by
increasing overall funding for FIRE.

Funding would drive the success of all three goals, and therefore, benefit all three
key publics.
Objective: To have an effect on awareness, action and acceptance by increasing the budget of FIRE by at least (50) percent by August 2015.
Tactics:
Crowdrise
Sponsorships within the fundraising event
Fire Ball

Evaluation:
-Measure acceptance by benchmarking the amount of money raised within the
campaign (May 20-September 14) and measure against beginning budgets of previous school years.
-Measure awareness by the pageviews of Crowdrise event link, as well as shares on
social media.
-Measure action by audience participation in number of donations, dollar amount
and number of sponsors
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Appendix A - Primary Research

[The research gathered by Skyline PR supports the conclusion that FIRE lacks the substantial awareness
necessary for students on the MTSU campus to understand the goals of the organization, making it
very difficult for the publics to become involved with the institution to the extent that is desired.
However, this was not the result of a random sample. While they suggest the conclusions we arrived
at, it should be noted that the data are not conclusive.]

Student survey highlights:
A total of 100 MTSU students were asked to complete the survey. While measures were
taken for the greatest variety of respondents, this was a convenience sample.
Objective of survey was to gauge the following:
• awareness of FIRE and/or FASR on the MTSU campus
• popularity of student organizations on the MTSU campus
• the best way to gain the attention of MTSU students
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Relative respondent demographics
Q: What year are you in school?

Key Takeaway: Since most of the respondents (39%) were seniors, it can be inferred that this particular
demographic will be graduating soon.
Q: What College will you graduate from?

Key Takeaway: The represented demographic is mostly from the College of Mass Communication. At least
25% of the respondents are graduating from the combination of the College of Basic and Applied Science
and College of Behavioral and Health Sciences.
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Predicting the best way to catch attention of MTSU students
Q: Please rate the following methods in helping students discover organizations of interest:

Key Takeaway: The top-rated methods considered “very effective” include word-of-mouth and CUSTOMS.
Therefore, providing marketing materials such as fliers will further enhance these word-of-mouth exchanges regarding the organization’s goals and objectives.

Law Enforcement Officials via Email Questionnaire
Respondent #1:
What is your occupation and current department?
“Narcotics Detective, Smyrna Police Department”

Have you ever heard of MTSU’s Forensic Investigation Research and Education (FIRE) Student Organization?
“No, I have not”
Have you ever heard of the Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team of MTSU?
“I have, but never worked with them directly”
How many FIRE (MTSU’s Forensic Institute for Research and Education) events or programs have you
participated in?
“None”
What training sessions applicable to your job and/or of interest to you: Organized crime, safeguarding
identities and emerging threats, blood pattern analysis, mental health, death scene investigation risks,
44
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intelligence cycle analysis, or mobile device evidence?
“Organized crime and death scene investigations would be my primary interest, along with blood pattern
analysis.”
Are you involved with the Peace Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) Commission? And if so, how
many hours do you complete each year on average?
“Yes, I am required over 40 hours. On average I complete around 45 hours.”
Respondent #2:
What is your occupation and current department?
“Police, Metropolitan Nashville Police Department”
Have you ever heard of MTSU’s Forensic Investigation Research and Education (FIRE) Student Organization?
“No, I have not heard of FIRE”
Have you ever heard of the Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team of MTSU?
“No, I am not aware of FASR”
How many FIRE (MTSU’s Forensic Institute for Research and Education) events or programs have you
participated in?
“I have never attended a FIRE event or program”
What training sessions applicable to your job and/or of interest to you: Organized crime, safeguarding
identities and emerging threats, blood pattern analysis, mental health, death scene investigation risks,
intelligence cycle analysis, or mobile device evidence?
“Organized crime, safeguarding identities and emerging threats, intelligence cycle analysis and mobile
device evidence are all very interesting as well as applicable to my job. I find death scene investigation interesting also, but it is not applicable to my job. I’m not really interested in blood pattern analysis or mental
health sessions.”
Are you involved with the Peace Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) Commission? And if so, how
many hours do you complete each year on average?
“I am required and complete over 40.”
Respondent #3:
What is your occupation and current department?
“Detective, Murfreesboro Police Department”
Have you ever heard of MTSU’s Forensic Investigation Research and Education (FIRE) Student Organization?
“No, I have not heard of FIRE”
Have you ever heard of the Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team of MTSU?
“I recognize the name”
How many FIRE (MTSU’s Forensic Institute for Research and Education) events or programs have you
participated in?
“I have been to one, not recently though”
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What training sessions applicable to your job and/or of interest to you: Organized crime, safeguarding
identities and emerging threats, blood pattern analysis, mental health, death scene investigation risks,
intelligence cycle analysis, or mobile device evidence?
“Organized crime, death scene investigations, or intelligence cycle analysis are interesting, but my primary
interest would be the mobile device evidence. Being a detective mobile phones are becoming more and more
useful in solving cases.”
Are you involved with the Peace Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) Commission? And if so, how
many hours do you complete each year on average?
“I am required about 40 hours. On average I complete just about 40 hours.”
Respondent #4:
What is your occupation and current department?
“Field training officer, Murfreesboro Police Department”
Have you ever heard of MTSU’s Forensic Investigation Research and Education (FIRE) Student Organization?
“No, I have not heard of FIRE”
Have you ever heard of the Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team of MTSU?
“No, I am not aware of FASR”
How many FIRE (MTSU’s Forensic Institute for Research and Education) events or programs have you
participated in?
“I have never participated in a FIRE event or program.”
What training sessions applicable to your job and/or of interest to you: Organized crime, safeguarding
identities and emerging threats, blood pattern analysis, mental health, death scene investigation risks,
intelligence cycle analysis, or mobile device evidence?
“I would find mental health, death scene investigations, intelligence cycle analysis and mobile device evidence sessions interesting. They are also applicable to my job. A blood pattern analysis session definitely
sounds interesting, but it’s not exactly applicable. Organized crime and the identities sessions don’t sound
interesting to me, and are not applicable to the demands of my job.
Are you involved with the Peace Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) Commission? And if so, how
many hours do you complete each year on average?
“I am required and complete an average of somewhere over 40 hours yearly.”
Respondent #5:
What is your occupation and current department?
“Police officer, Smyrna police”
Have you ever heard of MTSU’s Forensic Investigation Research and Education (FIRE) Student Organization?
“No.”
Have you ever heard of the Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team of MTSU?
“No, I am not aware of FASR”
How many FIRE (MTSU’s Forensic Institute for Research and Education) events or programs have you
participated in?
46
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“Haven’t been to any.”
What training sessions applicable to your job and/or of interest to you: Organized crime, safeguarding
identities and emerging threats, blood pattern analysis, mental health, death scene investigation risks,
intelligence cycle analysis, or mobile device evidence?
“Death scene investigations, organized crime, intelligence cycle analysis and mobile device evidence sessions
sound interesting and are also applicable to my job. The blood pattern analysis, identity session and mental
health sessions don’t sound interesting but are applicable.
Are you involved with the Peace Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) Commission? And if so, how
many hours do you complete each year on average?
“Over 40`.”
Respondent #6:
What is your occupation and current department?
“Detective, Murfreesboro Police Department”
Have you ever heard of MTSU’s Forensic Investigation Research and Education (FIRE) Student Organization?
“Yes, through and MTSU employee”
Have you ever heard of the Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team of MTSU?
“Nope, I am not aware of FASR”
How many FIRE (MTSU’s Forensic Institute for Research and Education) events or programs have you
participated in?
“I’ve yet to attend a FIRE event or program.”
What training sessions applicable to your job and/or of interest to you: Organized crime, safeguarding
identities and emerging threats, blood pattern analysis, mental health, death scene investigation risks,
intelligence cycle analysis, or mobile device evidence?
“Blood pattern analysis, death scene investigations, intelligence cycle analysis and mobile device evidence
sessions all sound interesting and are also applicable to my job. The mental health, organized crime and the
safeguarding identities sessions sound somewhat interesting to me, but are not applicable to the day to day
happenings of my job.”
Are you involved with the Peace Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) Commission? And if so, how
many hours do you complete each year on average?
“I am required average of somewhere over 40 hours yearly.”
Respondent #7:
What is your occupation and current department?
“Police officer, Directed Patrol”
Have you ever heard of MTSU’s Forensic Investigation Research and Education (FIRE) Student Organization?
“Yes.”
Have you ever heard of the Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team of MTSU?
“Yes, but I have never worked alongside FASR.”
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How many FIRE (MTSU’s Forensic Institute for Research and Education) events or programs have you
participated in?
“Yes, a few. Somewhere between 1 and 5, I’d say.”
What training sessions applicable to your job and/or of interest to you: Organized crime, safeguarding
identities and emerging threats, blood pattern analysis, mental health, death scene investigation risks,
intelligence cycle analysis, or mobile device evidence?
“Organized crime, death scene investigations, safeguarding identities, and mobile device evidence sessions
all sound interesting and are also applicable to my job. The Intelligence cycle analysis is applicable to my job,
but I’m honestly not all that interested in it. I am however, interested in Blood pattern analysis but it’s not
really relative. I don’t find the mental health session applicable or interesting. “
Are you involved with the Peace Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) Commission? And if so, how
many hours do you complete each year on average?
“Yes, I am required to complete over 40 hours yearly.”
Respondent #8:
What is your occupation and current department?
“Police Sergeant, Smyrna Police Department”
Have you ever heard of MTSU’s Forensic Investigation Research and Education (FIRE) Student Organization?
“No.”
Have you ever heard of the Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team of MTSU?
“Yes, but I’ve never worked with the team.”
How many FIRE (MTSU’s Forensic Institute for Research and Education) events or programs have you
participated in?
“None.”
What training sessions applicable to your job and/or of interest to you: Organized crime, safeguarding
identities and emerging threats, blood pattern analysis, mental health, death scene investigation risks,
intelligence cycle analysis, or mobile device evidence?
“Safeguarding identities sessions, blood pattern analysis, death scene investigations, mental health and
mobile device evidence sessions all sound interesting and are also applicable to my job. The organized crime
session would be interesting but not applicable. Intelligence cycle analysis doesn’t sound too interesting and
I don’t think it would be applicable either.”
Are you involved with the Peace Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) Commission? And if so, how
many hours do you complete each year on average?
“Over 40.”
Respondent #9:
What is your occupation and current department?
“Smyrna Police Department”
Have you ever heard of MTSU’s Forensic Investigation Research and Education (FIRE) Student Organization?
“No.”
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Have you ever heard of the Forensic Anthropology Search and Recovery (FASR) Team of MTSU?
“No.”
How many FIRE (MTSU’s Forensic Institute for Research and Education) events or programs have you
participated in?
“None”
What training sessions applicable to your job and/or of interest to you: Organized crime, safeguarding
identities and emerging threats, blood pattern analysis, mental health, death scene investigation risks,
intelligence cycle analysis, or mobile device evidence?
“Organized crime and mobile device evidence sessions would both be applicable to my job. Also sound interesting. All the others sound interesting, but wouldn’t be applicable.”
Are you involved with the Peace Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) Commission? And if so, how
many hours do you complete each year on average?
“40 mandatory hours.”
Key Takeaway: It can be inferred that Law Enforcement in Middle Tennessee is not aware of all the ways
that they can utilize FASR for their work in the field, nor FIRE for meeting their required training hours.
In addition, there are topics and certifications offered by FIRE that align with the work and interests of
this key public, but the organization’s mission is not communicated clearly enough for them to take advantage of the different programs.

Since the interest of the respondents varied, it would give FIRE a great advantage to continue offering
events on many different topics. Moving forward, we believe that events should be selected based on a
“pull-marketing” effect. For example, event campaigns should be customer-focused and built around not
only what the law enforcement officials want to learn, but also what can combat the current climate of
crime in the state of Tennessee. This will allow FIRE to predict the topics that are most likely to generate
high demand with the Tennessee law enforcement officials through this secondary market research:
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Appendix B - Secondary Research
Graph: Comparison of previous three years of crimes against persons in the state of
Tennessee shows a decrease, but it is still higher than country average.

Reference: Tennessee Bureau of Investigation, http://www.tbi.tn.gov/tn_crime_stats

Graph: Crime rate is on a scale of 1 (low) to 100. Tennessee is over 10 points higher
in comparison to the country’s average.

Reference: Sperling’s Crime in Tennessee, http://www.bestplaces.net/crime/state/tennessee
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Graph: While the number of imports of the illegal methamphetamine drug has
seen a decrease, there has been an increase in the number drug laboratories
found within the U.S.

Reference: Tennessee Bureau of Investigation, http://www.tbi.tn.gov/tn_crime_stats

Key Takeaway: Crimes against persons in the state of Tennessee have decreased in the pst three years, but
Tennessee’s crime rates are still significantly higher that the rest of the country. FIRE offers law enforcement officials training in classes such as death scene investigation and risk awareness. The number of
clandestine and methamphetamine labs in the state has increased in recent years. FIRE offers classes in
the investigation of those labs to be aware of the risks law enforcers face when investigating. Informative
events offered by FIRE range from death scene investigation to gang organized cime and are very applicable to today’s crime climate.
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Skyline PR
Account Executive

Grace Robinson

Versatile writer and dedicated self-starter, Grace is a senior at MTSU with a mass
communications major concentrated in public relations and a double minor in
marketing and economics. In addition to classes, she has spent the last year gaining knowledge and experience of the field through an extensive internship with the
Tennessee Arts Commission. Here she has applied PR skills to actively contribute to
multiple high-profile events and statewide conferences, as well as to develop Facebook communications to an increased engagement of over 200 percent, and grow
the Commission’s Twitter following by 451 percent. After graduation, Grace plans
to spend the summer traveling and then hopes to work with a PR firm in Chicago,
Boston or Nashville.

Research Director

Lauren Stoll

Lauren is an exuberant , young professional seeking work in the Entertainment
Business. She plans to graduate from Middle Tennessee State University in Spring of
2015 with a mass communication degree with a concentration in public relations.
She then hopes to pursue a career dealing with the coordination of live events and
executing brand activations within entertainment productions. Relevant experience
includes working as an audience coordinator, talent escort supervisor, production
assistant and entertainment director. Lauren has also been hired for several of the
entertainment industry’s largest productions including, CMA Awards, Americana
Music Awards, CMT Awards, Grammy Nomination Concert, American Country Countdown Awards, CMA Music Festival, Country Radio Seminar, CMA Country Christmas,
Bonnaroo Music Festival, and more. She is fascinated with all aspects of the music,
television and sports industries and love to experience the thrill of large projects and
productions from every angle.
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Creative Director

Beth Muenzer

Beth is an affable young professional eager to start work in the entertainment
industry post-graduation. In May 2015, she is graduating from Middle Tennessee
State University with a degree in mass communications with a concentration in
public relations and minor in marketing. While earning her degree, she has had
opportunities working with organizations such as Country Music Television,
Country Music Association, Country Radio Broadcasting, Americana Association,
Tiny Horse Productions, Ryman Hospitality and Strategic Hospitality. She plans to
continue her career after college in the entertainment industry concentrating on
marketing, promotions, sales and live events.

Editor and Planner

Amanda Cannon

Amanda is an enthusiastic, young professional seeking work in Entertainment PR. She
plans to graduate from Middle Tennessee State University in May of 2015 with a mass
communication degree with a concentration in public relations and double minors in
marketing and psychology. Through an internship at Nashville Cumulus Media, Amanda contributed her writing, social media and networking skills toward radio stations:
106.7, 103.3 and 95.5. Amanda’s internship also provided her with opportunities to
assist with CMA Music Festival, CMA Awards, Bonnaroo, Nashville Fashion Week and
concerts.

Research Assistant

Dominique Tuckson

Dominique is a spirited young professional seeking work in Fashion and Entertainment PR. She plans to graduate from Middle Tennessee State University in May of
2015 with a Mass Communication degree with a concentration in public relations and
minors in marketing and communications. Through close work with local artists and
business owners, Dominique has had the opportunity to hone her skills.
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